Level 1
Genetics (Gene Testing)

KEY POINTS:
• Most people with celiac disease (CD) have the genes for HLA-DQ2 or DQ8.
These genes are made of DNA. Genes are the part of our cells that tell our
bodies how to grow and work. Genes are passed from parent to child, so you
usually share the same genes with your relatives.
•

However, these genes are also present in 30–40% of the western Caucasian
population. Only 3% of individuals with these genes develop CD.1

•

CD is caused by both genetic and environmental triggers. Just because you
have the right genes for CD does NOT mean you will get it. In fact, most people
with the HLA-DQ2 and DQ8 genes do NOT get CD. Scientists are still studying
what other things cause people to develop CD.2

•

Genetic testing can tell us whether you have the HLA-DQ2 or DQ8 genes. If you
have one or both of them, it does NOT mean you have CD. You will need further
testing to find out if you have CD. If you do NOT have them, you most likely do
NOT have CD.2

•

If one person in your family has the genes for CD, other people in the family
probably have them, too.

•

However, HLA-DQ2 / DQ8 testing is not used routinely in the initial diagnosis of
CD.2

•

In selected clinical situations, HLA-DQ2/DQ8 is used to effectively rule out CD. 3

TAKE HOME MESSAGES:
1. The vast majority of patients with CD have the HLA-DQ2 or DQ8 gene. Genetic
testing for CD will tell you if you have them.
2. If you have the DQ2 or DQ8 genes, it does NOT mean that you have CD. It does
mean that further testing is needed.
3. If you do not have these genes, you probably do not have CD.
4. These tests are not used routinely for initial diagnosis of CD. In select clinical
situations, the celiac gene test can effectively rule out CD.
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